Cf6 50 Engine
Click on an engine's ESN number to launch the Engine Spec webpage. Click on the
contact name to send an email. Contact Arlene Floresca at arlene@aeroconnect.com
with any questions or comments.
The CF6 Engine | Engines | Commercial | GE Aviation
Thrust-specific fuel consumption - Wikipedia
Technical Manuals Indexes | GE Aviation
Cf6 50 Engine
The CF6-50 was developed into the LM5000 industrial turboshaft engines. It was
launched in 1969 to power the long range McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 , and was
derived from the earlier CF6-6. Not long after the -6 entered service, an increase in
thrust and therefore core power was required.
General Electric CF6 - Wikipedia
Selected to power the DC-10 series 30 aircraft, and later selected to power the new
Airbus A300 and Boeing 747, the CF6-50 is a 46,000-54,000 pound thrust derivative
of the CF6-6. CF6-80A In the late 1970s, an advanced model in the CF6 family was
introduced for new short-to-medium range commercial jets.
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The CF6 Engine | GE Aviation
cf6-50 mro services A FULL SERVICE OVERHAUL FACILITY CTS Engines provides
services for the full restoration of an engine’s gas path – including the overhaul of
the compressor, combuster, and turbine.
CF6-50 MRO Services – CTS Engines
The CF6-50 was developed into the LM5000 industrial turboshaft engines. It was
launched in 1969 to power the long range McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 , and was
derived from the earlier CF6-6. Not long after the -6 entered service, an increase in
thrust and therefore core power was required.
General Electric CF6 explained
After 43 years of service, we handed one of our last CF6-50 engines over to science.
The engine was donated to the Delft University of Technology (TU Delft), where it
was offloaded and stored in the technical workshop used by the students of the
Aerospace Engineering faculty.
Farewell to One of Our Last GE CF6-50 Engines - KLM Blog
If you can't find the part that you're looking for, please contact us at
ComponentSales@standardaero.comComponentSales@standardaero.com
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Component Catalog for CF6-50 - StandardAero Components
About the CF6: The General Electric CF6 is a two-spool high-bypass turbofan engine
designed to power large wide-body aircraft. The CF6 has a long-standing proven
operational record having accumulated more than 400 million flight operating hours
with more than 250 customers since it entered commercial service in 1971.
General Electric CF6 (F103/F138) Turbofan Engine | PowerWeb
Selected to power the DC-10 series 30 aircraft, and later selected to power the new
Airbus A300 and Boeing 747, the CF6-50 is a 46,000-54,000 pound thrust derivative
of the CF6-6. CF6-80A In the late 1970s, an advanced model in the CF6 family was
introduced for new short-to-medium range commercial jets.
The CF6 Engine | Engines | Commercial | GE Aviation
cf6 MTU has been a risk-and-revenue sharing partner in this GE Aviation engine
program since 1971, when the company produced the first parts for the CF6-50. In
the meantime, MTU manufactures parts for the entire CF6 family (CF6-6, CF6-80A,
-80C, -80E).
CF6 - MTU Aero Engines
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Technical Manuals Indexes. GE's Customer Web Center allows you to browse engine
shop manuals, illustrated parts catalogs, service bulletins and more with just a click.
For more information, contact your GE representative or our Aviation Operations
Center (AOC) at 1-877-432-3272 (U.S.) or +1-513-552-3272 (International).
Technical Manuals Indexes | GE Aviation
Click on an engine's ESN number to launch the Engine Spec webpage. Click on the
contact name to send an email. Contact Arlene Floresca at arlene@aeroconnect.com
with any questions or comments.
Available Engines - Aero Connect
Welcome to CTS Engines CTS Engines is a world leader of mature jet engine
maintenance. We provide maintenance, repair, overhaul, and testing services to
owners and operators of early stage commercial jet engines worldwide, and
specialize in the overhaul of the CF6‑80C2, CF6-80A, CF6-50 and the PW2000.
CTS Engines
Hans-Dieter Reimann, director of engine programs at MTU Maintenance in
Germany, says CF6 engines—both the CF6-50 and -80C2 variants—accounted for
more than 80 repair and overhaul shop visits at the MRO’s facility in 2018.
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Growing Cargo Volume Good News For CF6 MRO | MRO Network
Collection Item Summary: Following the September 1967 commitment of corporate
funds to develop the engine, the General Electric CF6-6 turbofan was selected in
April 1968 to power the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 Series 10 intermediate-range
transport aircraft then on order by United Air Lines and American Airlines.
General Electric CF6-6 Turbofan Engine, Cutaway | National ...
We are superseding an existing airworthiness directive (AD) for General Electric
Company (GE) CF6-45 and CF6-50 series turbofan engines with certain lowpressure turbine (LPT) rotor stage 3 disks installed. That AD currently requires
initial and repetitive borescope inspections of the...
Airworthiness Directives; General Electric Company CF6-45 ...
Read chapter 3 Proposed Engine Modifications and Re-engining: Because of the
important national defense contribution of large, non-fighter aircraft, rapid... Login
Register Cart Help. ... The CF6-50 engine was widely used on the DC-10, 747, and
A300 aircraft. This relatively large commercial industry inventory of CF6-50
engines, parts, and ...
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3 Proposed Engine Modifications and Re-engining ...
Part Number Part Description Qty Cond Comments Model 123848-1 CHECK VALVE
1 SV CF6-50 158210-8 FUEL /OIL...
Engine Parts | Jet Engine & Aircraft Parts JETPOWER, Inc ...
Thrust-specific fuel consumption (TSFC) is the fuel efficiency of an engine design
with respect to thrust output. TSFC may also be thought of as fuel consumption
(grams/second) per unit of thrust (kilonewtons, or kN). It is thus thrust-specific,
meaning that the fuel consumption is divided by the thrust.
Thrust-specific fuel consumption - Wikipedia
CF6-50/45. CF6-50 シリーズは、推力が46,000-54,000lb f （205 to 240kN）の高バイパス比
エンジンである。産業・船舶用にLM2500
ガスタービンエンジンとして開発された。1969年に長距離型DC-10用エンジンの後継として開発が開始された。

General Electric CF6 (F103/F138) Turbofan Engine | PowerWeb
Available Engines - Aero Connect
Read chapter 3 Proposed Engine Modifications and Reengining: Because of the important national defense
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contribution of large, non-fighter aircraft, rapid... Login
Register Cart Help. ... The CF6-50 engine was widely used on
the DC-10, 747, and A300 aircraft. This relatively large
commercial industry inventory of CF6-50 engines, parts, and
...
General Electric CF6 explained
General Electric CF6-6 Turbofan Engine, Cutaway | National ...
Farewell to One of Our Last GE CF6-50 Engines - KLM Blog
Cf6 50 Engine
The CF6-50 was developed into the LM5000 industrial turboshaft engines. It
was launched in 1969 to power the long range McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30
, and was derived from the earlier CF6-6. Not long after the -6 entered
service, an increase in thrust and therefore core power was required.
General Electric CF6 - Wikipedia
Selected to power the DC-10 series 30 aircraft, and later selected to power
the new Airbus A300 and Boeing 747, the CF6-50 is a 46,000-54,000 pound
thrust derivative of the CF6-6. CF6-80A In the late 1970s, an advanced
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model in the CF6 family was introduced for new short-to-medium range
commercial jets.
The CF6 Engine | GE Aviation
cf6-50 mro services A FULL SERVICE OVERHAUL FACILITY CTS Engines
provides services for the full restoration of an engine’s gas path – including
the overhaul of the compressor, combuster, and turbine.
CF6-50 MRO Services – CTS Engines
The CF6-50 was developed into the LM5000 industrial turboshaft engines. It
was launched in 1969 to power the long range McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30
, and was derived from the earlier CF6-6. Not long after the -6 entered
service, an increase in thrust and therefore core power was required.
General Electric CF6 explained
After 43 years of service, we handed one of our last CF6-50 engines over to
science. The engine was donated to the Delft University of Technology (TU
Delft), where it was offloaded and stored in the technical workshop used by
the students of the Aerospace Engineering faculty.
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Farewell to One of Our Last GE CF6-50 Engines - KLM Blog
If you can't find the part that you're looking for, please contact us at
ComponentSales@standardaero.comComponentSales@standardaero.com
Component Catalog for CF6-50 - StandardAero Components
About the CF6: The General Electric CF6 is a two-spool high-bypass turbofan
engine designed to power large wide-body aircraft. The CF6 has a longstanding proven operational record having accumulated more than 400
million flight operating hours with more than 250 customers since it entered
commercial service in 1971.
General Electric CF6 (F103/F138) Turbofan Engine | PowerWeb
Selected to power the DC-10 series 30 aircraft, and later selected to power
the new Airbus A300 and Boeing 747, the CF6-50 is a 46,000-54,000 pound
thrust derivative of the CF6-6. CF6-80A In the late 1970s, an advanced
model in the CF6 family was introduced for new short-to-medium range
commercial jets.
The CF6 Engine | Engines | Commercial | GE Aviation
cf6 MTU has been a risk-and-revenue sharing partner in this GE Aviation
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engine program since 1971, when the company produced the first parts for
the CF6-50. In the meantime, MTU manufactures parts for the entire CF6
family (CF6-6, CF6-80A, -80C, -80E).
CF6 - MTU Aero Engines
Technical Manuals Indexes. GE's Customer Web Center allows you to browse
engine shop manuals, illustrated parts catalogs, service bulletins and more
with just a click. For more information, contact your GE representative or our
Aviation Operations Center (AOC) at 1-877-432-3272 (U.S.) or
+1-513-552-3272 (International).
Technical Manuals Indexes | GE Aviation
Click on an engine's ESN number to launch the Engine Spec webpage. Click
on the contact name to send an email. Contact Arlene Floresca at
arlene@aeroconnect.com with any questions or comments.
Available Engines - Aero Connect
Welcome to CTS Engines CTS Engines is a world leader of mature jet engine
maintenance. We provide maintenance, repair, overhaul, and testing
services to owners and operators of early stage commercial jet engines
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worldwide, and specialize in the overhaul of the CF6‑80C2, CF6-80A, CF6-50
and the PW2000.
CTS Engines
Hans-Dieter Reimann, director of engine programs at MTU Maintenance in
Germany, says CF6 engines—both the CF6-50 and -80C2
variants—accounted for more than 80 repair and overhaul shop visits at the
MRO’s facility in 2018.
Growing Cargo Volume Good News For CF6 MRO | MRO Network
Collection Item Summary: Following the September 1967 commitment of
corporate funds to develop the engine, the General Electric CF6-6 turbofan
was selected in April 1968 to power the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 Series 10
intermediate-range transport aircraft then on order by United Air Lines and
American Airlines.
General Electric CF6-6 Turbofan Engine, Cutaway | National ...
We are superseding an existing airworthiness directive (AD) for General
Electric Company (GE) CF6-45 and CF6-50 series turbofan engines with
certain low-pressure turbine (LPT) rotor stage 3 disks installed. That AD
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currently requires initial and repetitive borescope inspections of the...
Airworthiness Directives; General Electric Company CF6-45 ...
Read chapter 3 Proposed Engine Modifications and Re-engining: Because of
the important national defense contribution of large, non-fighter aircraft,
rapid... Login Register Cart Help. ... The CF6-50 engine was widely used on
the DC-10, 747, and A300 aircraft. This relatively large commercial industry
inventory of CF6-50 engines, parts, and ...
3 Proposed Engine Modifications and Re-engining ...
Part Number Part Description Qty Cond Comments Model 123848-1 CHECK
VALVE 1 SV CF6-50 158210-8 FUEL /OIL...
Engine Parts | Jet Engine & Aircraft Parts JETPOWER, Inc ...
Thrust-specific fuel consumption (TSFC) is the fuel efficiency of an engine
design with respect to thrust output. TSFC may also be thought of as fuel
consumption (grams/second) per unit of thrust (kilonewtons, or kN). It is thus
thrust-specific, meaning that the fuel consumption is divided by the thrust.
Thrust-specific fuel consumption - Wikipedia
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CF6-50/45. CF6-50 シリーズは、推力が46,000-54,000lb f （205 to 240kN）の高バイパス比
エンジンである。産業・船舶用にLM2500
ガスタービンエンジンとして開発された。1969年に長距離型DC-10用エンジンの後継として開発が開始された。
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Cf6 50 Engine
Collection Item Summary: Following the September 1967 commitment of corporate
funds to develop the engine, the General Electric CF6-6 turbofan was selected in April
1968 to power the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 Series 10 intermediate-range transport
aircraft then on order by United Air Lines and American Airlines.
The CF6-50 was developed into the LM5000 industrial turboshaft engines. It was
launched in 1969 to power the long range McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 , and was
derived from the earlier CF6-6. Not long after the -6 entered service, an increase in
thrust and therefore core power was required.
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After 43 years of service, we handed one of our last CF6-50 engines
over to science. The engine was donated to the Delft University of
Technology (TU Delft), where it was offloaded and stored in the
technical workshop used by the students of the Aerospace Engineering
faculty.
Technical Manuals Indexes. GE's Customer Web Center allows you to
browse engine shop manuals, illustrated parts catalogs, service
bulletins and more with just a click. For more information, contact
your GE representative or our Aviation Operations Center (AOC) at
1-877-432-3272 (U.S.) or +1-513-552-3272 (International).
Selected to power the DC-10 series 30 aircraft, and later selected to
power the new Airbus A300 and Boeing 747, the CF6-50 is a
46,000-54,000 pound thrust derivative of the CF6-6. CF6-80A In the
late 1970s, an advanced model in the CF6 family was introduced for new
short-to-medium range commercial jets.
Component Catalog for CF6-50 - StandardAero Components

CTS Engines
Engine Parts | Jet Engine & Aircraft Parts JETPOWER, Inc ...
Part Number Part Description Qty Cond Comments Model 123848-1
CHECK VALVE 1 SV CF6-50 158210-8 FUEL /OIL...
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CF6-50 MRO Services – CTS Engines
Growing Cargo Volume Good News For CF6 MRO | MRO Network
CF6 - MTU Aero Engines
General Electric CF6 - Wikipedia
cf6 MTU has been a risk-and-revenue sharing partner in this GE Aviation engine program
since 1971, when the company produced the first parts for the CF6-50. In the meantime,
MTU manufactures parts for the entire CF6 family (CF6-6, CF6-80A, -80C, -80E).
About the CF6: The General Electric CF6 is a two-spool high-bypass turbofan engine
designed to power large wide-body aircraft. The CF6 has a long-standing proven
operational record having accumulated more than 400 million flight operating hours with
more than 250 customers since it entered commercial service in 1971.
Thrust-specific fuel consumption (TSFC) is the fuel efficiency of an engine design with
respect to thrust output. TSFC may also be thought of as fuel consumption
(grams/second) per unit of thrust (kilonewtons, or kN). It is thus thrust-specific, meaning
that the fuel consumption is divided by the thrust.
The CF6 Engine | GE Aviation
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Airworthiness Directives; General Electric Company CF6-45
...
Hans-Dieter Reimann, director of engine programs at MTU
Maintenance in Germany, says CF6 engines—both the CF6-50
and -80C2 variants—accounted for more than 80 repair and
overhaul shop visits at the MRO’s facility in 2018.
Welcome to CTS Engines CTS Engines is a world leader of
mature jet engine maintenance. We provide maintenance,
repair, overhaul, and testing services to owners and
operators of early stage commercial jet engines worldwide,
and specialize in the overhaul of the CF6‑80C2, CF6-80A,
CF6-50 and the PW2000.
We are superseding an existing airworthiness directive (AD)
for General Electric Company (GE) CF6-45 and CF6-50 series
turbofan engines with certain low-pressure turbine (LPT)
rotor stage 3 disks installed. That AD currently requires
initial and repetitive borescope inspections of the...
3 Proposed Engine Modifications and Re-engining ...
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CF6-50/45. CF6-50 ?????????46,000-54,000lb f ?205 to 240kN????????
???????????????LM2500
???????????????????1969??????DC-10????????????????????
cf6-50 mro services A FULL SERVICE OVERHAUL FACILITY CTS Engines provides
services for the full restoration of an engine’s gas path – including the overhaul of the
compressor, combuster, and turbine.
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